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Community Seruices Department . Planning Division

TMPORTANT NOTES:
o Properties considered for designation must first belisted on the'Heritage Register. -.
o Research and evaluation of a property may take up to six months. The more information you

can provide about your propefty, the quicker this process proceeds.
r It will be necessary for the Heritage Planning Co-ordinator or another researcher to vis¡t the

propefty to take photographs and analyse the heritage attributes.

P RTY INFORMATION¡

DECLARATION BY OWNER:
o Thê undersigned hereby requests the Council of the City of Owen Sound to consider this

application for designation under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act of the lands andlor
premises hereln described.

. I/We ceftify that to the best of my knowledge the information provided in this application is

accurate and complete.
. I/We agree that the Heritage Planning Co-ordinator or another researcher may have access

to the property and the owner of the propefty for the purpose of completing an evaluat¡on.
. I/We understand that while designation does not prohibit the development or change of the

propefty, it does control alterations so that they occur in a manner sympathet¡c to the
existing environment. The owner of a designated propefty wishing to alter that propefty must

of the municipality.
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REASONS FOR DESIGNATION¡
Designation will be based on the following criteria:. fhg property has design value or phyical value because it:t is a rare, unique, representative or early example of a style, tvpê, expression, material or

construction method
tr displays a high degree of craftsmanship or aftistic merit
0 demonstrates a high degree of technical or scientific achievement. The/property has historical value or associative value because it:
p/has direct associations with a theme, event, belief, person, activity, organization or

lnstitution that is significant to a community
pzyields, or has the potential to yield, information that contr¡butes to an understandlng of a

communlty or culture :,

fl demonstrates or reflects the work or ideas of an architect, artist, builder, designer theorist
who is significant to a community. Thg property has contextual value because it:

Ø is ¡mportant in defining, malntaining or support¡ng the character of an area
?,¡S physically, functionally, visually or historically linked to its surroundings
V it a landmark

Explain (use additional sheets, if reguired):
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ADDTTTONA|, rN FORMATION :
Provide any other information necessary to evaluate the property, such as:. Historic documents relating to the property, such as a, survey, letters, plans, elevations, etc. old and current photographs of the propefty and the neighbourhood
GONTACT:
For more information, please call, email or visit the Heritage Planning Co-ordinator at:

Planning Division
Owen Sound City Hall
808 2nd Avenue East
OWEN SOUND, ON N4K 2H4
(519) 376-4440, t275
fax (519) 371-0511
sparks@owensound.ca
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